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ABSTRACT
Offloading computation-intensive components of mobile ap-
plications to the cloud is of great potential to speedup the
execution and reduce the energy consumption for mobile
devices. The gain from computation offloading is typically
counterbalanced by communication costs and delays. It is,
therefore, important to undertake offloading decisions based
on future prediction of Internet access timeliness and qual-
ity. Previous approaches have considered this question un-
der the assumption that network connectivity is relatively
stable. In this paper, we present IC-Cloud, a computation-
offloading system for mobile environments where Internet
access to remote computation resources is of highly vari-
able quality and often intermittent. IC-Cloud uses three key
ideas: lightweight connectivity prediction, lightweightexe-
cution prediction and prediction use in a risk controlled man-
ner to make offloading decisions. Our connectivity-prediction
method only uses the signal strength and user historical in-
formation to obtain a coarse-grained estimation of the net-
work access quality. Our execution-prediction mechanism
uses machine learning on dynamic program features to au-
tomatically, efficiently, and accurately predict the execution
time of offloadable tasks, both on the phone and in the cloud.
Acknowledging the uncertainties in these predictions, we
propose a risk-control mechanism to reduce the impact of
inaccurate predictions. We implemented IC-Cloud on An-
droid and tested the system with different applications in
various types of mobile environment. Results we obtained
from the prototype show speedup and energy consumption
reduction benefits in many computational contexts and in-
termittent connectivity environments.
1. INTRODUCTION
The idea of offloading computation from mobile devices
to remote servers to improve performance and reduce energy
consumption has been around for more than a decade [3, 4].
Its usefulness hinges on the ability to achieve computation
speedups with small communication cost. In recent years,
this idea has received more attention because of the signifi-
cant rise in the sophistication of mobile computing applica-
tions and the availability of improved connectivity options
for mobile devices. Some commercial applications such as
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Figure 1: Simple examples showing the impact of inter-
mittent connectivity on computation offloading.
Siri [2] have had the goal to provide sophisticated servicesto
mobile users pervasively. Through dynamically identifying
the offloadable tasks at runtime, recent work [11, 10, 17, 22]
has aimed to generalize this approach to benefit more mobile
applications without the burden of offloading logic.
Complicating the offloading function today is the fact that
mobile users typically experience intermittent connectivity
to the Internet and highly variable access quality even when
connectivity exists. According to recent studies [6, 12, 23]
3G access is only available 87% of the time even in a metropo-
lis, while WiFi coverage is even more intermittent. Figure 1
shows an example scenario where a mobile device is experi-
encing variable and intermittent connectivity. The uncertain-
ties in connectivity make computation offloading challeng-
ing in two ways. First, it is hard to accurately estimate the
communication cost and computation time, both of which
are needed to make the offloading decision. Second, it re-
quires computation-offloading systems to properly handle
the uncertainty to avoid degrading performance.
Previous systems for computation offloading have often
assumed stable network connectivity making them perform
poorly when connectivity characteristics are variable andu -
certain. Figure 1 provides some examples demonstrating
how computation-offloading systems that do not explicitly
handle intermittent or variable connectivity may degrade the
application’s performance. A mobile user connects to the
cloud with varying access quality from time to time. She
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starts two computation-intensive applications att1 and t2,
respectively. Consider three simple strategies for computa-
tion offloading, i.e.,Local-execution, Offload-to-cloudand
Offload-based-on-current-connectivity. For App1,Offload-
to-cloud achieves the best performance because App1 has
long local execution time and, thus, may benefit from wait-
ing for future connectivity to offload computation. Mean-
while, for App2, Local-executionachieves the best perfor-
mance because the mobile device loses connectivity before
receiving the results.Offload-based-on-current-connectivity
has the worst performance for both applications. It should be
noted that none of these simple strategies are able to always
achieve good performance. Thus a robust solution must be
able to adapt the strategy.
In this paper, we propose IC-Cloud, a computation-offload-
ing system that is designed to handle all the above-mentioned
challenges in the mobile environment. To achieve this, IC-
Cloud uses three key techniques: lightweight connectivity
prediction, lightweight execution prediction and prediction
use in a risk-controlled manner to make offloading decisions.
Our connectivity-prediction algorithm only uses the signal
strength and user historical information to obtain a coarse-
grained estimation of the network access quality. Our
execution-prediction mechanism uses machine learning on
program features to automatically, efficiently, and accurately
predict the execution time of offloadable tasks. Acknowl-
edging the uncertainties in these predictions, we propose
a risk-control algorithm to reduce the impact of inaccurate
predictions.
We have implemented a prototype of IC-Cloud on An-
droid and tested the system using a Samsung Galaxy Tab
equiped with both WiFi and 3G and an 8-core server for of-
floading. We modified three applications (i.e., face detec-
tion, voice recognition and chess) to use IC-Cloud for of-
floading. We conducted extensive experiments in three dif-
ferent mobile environment. In all these experiments, IC-
Cloud helps improve the performance of mobile applica-
tions and reduce the energy consumption. It achieves 4.1x
speedup and reduces energy consumption to 22% in some
scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes related work. Section 3 presents the overview of
IC-Cloud’s architecture. The design details of connectivity
prediction, execution prediction, and computation offload-
ing are described in Section 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The
evaluation of IC-Cloud is provided in Section 7. Section 8
concludes the paper.
2. RELATED WORK
The concept of cyber foraging [27], i.e., dynamically aug-
menting mobile devices with resource-rich infrastructure, was
proposed more than a decade ago. Since then signifcant
work has been done to augment the capacity of resource-
constrained mobile devices using computation offloading [3,
4, 18, 5, 31, 25]. A related technique for remote processing
of mobile applications proposes the use of cloudlets which
provide software instantiated in realtime on nearby comput-
ing resources using virtual machine technology [28].
Closer to our work, MAUI [11] enabled mobile applica-
tions to improve their performance and reduce the energy
consumption through automated offloading. To profile the
communication cost and computation gain, MAUI periodi-
cally measures the network bandwidth and uses the previous
invocations to profile applications. Similarly, CloneCloud [10]
can minimize either energy consumption or execution time
of mobile applications through automatically identifyingcom-
putation intensive methods and offloading those methods that
achieve best performance. ThinkAir [22] enables scalable
offloading of multiple applications with server-side support.
All of these systems assume a stable environment where net-
work connectivity and application execution time are easy to
predict. In contrast, IC-Cloud targets the more challenging
mobile environment where the Internet access is of highly
variable quality and often intermittent.
The challenges of computation offloading in such mobile
environments have been identified in [29]. A system, Serendip-
ity [30], was also designed for computation offloading among
intermittently connected mobile devices. However, to our
best knowledge, IC-Cloud is the first system for computa-
tion offloading to intermittently connected cloud.
Other works, like COMET [17], enable the offloading of
multi-threaded applications using distributed shared mem-
ory. ECOS [16] focuses on the data privacy in computation
offloading. A detailed survey of cyber foraging can be found
in [14].
Our work is related to the efforts at predicting network
connectivity. BreadCrumbs [24] predicts the future locations
of a mobile user by tracking her movements and creating
a predictive model based on the observed data. Combined
with a database of network connectivity of those locations,
BreadCrumbs is able to predict future network connectivity.
Deshpande et al. [13] proposed to predict the connectivity to
WiFi from vehicles and use this information to improve ve-
hicular WiFi access. These methods use energy-consuming
GPS to obtain the location information. They are not suitable
for energy-constrained mobile devices. Instead, IC-Cloud
uses an energy-efficient method to predict the connectivity
properties that are critical to computation offloading.
Our work is also related to the studies on the prediction of
program-execution time. Gupta et al. [19] used a variant of
decision trees to predict execution-time ranges for database
queries. Ganapathi et al. [15] used KCCA to predict time
and resource consumption for database queries. These ap-
proaches either require manual efforts to identify good fea-
tures, or require applications to high correlations between
input size and execution time. Mantis [9] estimated the ex-
ecution time of an entire application using executable pro-
gram slices to obtain feature values at runtime. In contrast,
























Figure 2: Overview of IC-Cloud system architecture.
3. IC-CLOUD ARCHITECTURE
IC-Cloud aims to achieve effective computation offload-
ing in a mobile environment where Internet access to remote
computation resources is of variable quality and even inter-
mittent. Figure 2 shows the high-level architecture of IC-
Cloud. On the mobile device, IC-Cloud consists of six ma-
jor components: 1) aconnectivity predictorthat monitors the
network states and maintains a database of the historical in-
formation of the network states; 2) aconnectivity manager
that handles data transfer between the mobile device and the
cloud; 3) anexecution predictorthat collects program fea-
tures from the applications and predicts the execution time
of tasks considered for offloading; 4) a set ofapplication
trackerseach of which monitors the offloaded tasks for an
application and adjusts its strategy based on the connectivity
over time; 5) anoffloading controllerthat uses the informa-
tion from the connectivity predictor and the execution pre-
dictor to decide if a task should be offloaded to the cloud; 6)
local workersthat may execute some offloaded tasks in the
case that they cannot return the results in time.
On the server, IC-Cloud consists of four major compo-
nents: 1) anexecution predictorthat tracks the program fea-
tures of the applications and sends them back to the mobile
device; 2) a set ofapplication trackersthat monitor the ex-
ecution of offloaded tasks; 3) anexecution controllerthat
controls the execution of the offloaded tasks; 4) aconnectiv-
ity managerthat communicates with the mobile devices.
Connectivity prediction is critical to the performance of
IC-Cloud as the offloading decision relies on the prediction
of future connectivity. There are two major concerns in its
design: accuracy and energy-efficiency. Our main idea is to
use the signal strength and the user’s historical information
to predict connectivity. Many studies [24, 13] have shown
that it is sometimes possible to predict user mobility and,
thus, their connectivity using the user’s historical informa-
tion. However, many of these prediction mechanisms are
energy-consuming as they require GPS location to achieve
accurate prediction. Instead of trying to obtain accurate con-
nectivity prediction, IC-Cloud only uses the perceived signal
strength to achieve coarse-grained prediction of the connec-
tivity in an energy-efficient way and lets the offloading con-
troller handle the uncertainties in the prediction. We provide
further details in Section 4.
Similar to MAUI [11] and ThinkAir [22], IC-Cloud pro-
vides a library to application developers and allows them to
annotate all the tasks to be considered for offloading. IC-
Cloud will also instrument these applications to collect fea-
tures for all these offloadable tasks. Then IC-Cloud uses
machine learning on these features to accurately predict their
execution time online. The detailed design of the execution
predictor is presented in Section 5.
Using the information from connectivity prediction and
execution prediction, the offloading controller estimatesthe
potential benefits to offload the computation. Due to the in-
herent uncertainties in user mobility and the connectivity
prediction, the offloading controller will sometimes make
wrong decisions. Therefore, it is essential to take the risk
into account. In addition, different applications may tolerat
different risks. For example, interactive applications (e.g.,
games) should be executed before their deadlines and are
less tolerant to extra delays, while some background appli-
cations (e.g., virus scanning) can tolerate occasional extra
delays. Therefore, IC-Cloud should allow applications to
specify their tolerance to risks. The detailed design of the
offloading controller is described in Section 6.
4. CONNECTIVITY PREDICTION
A fundamental challenge to the design of IC-Cloud is how
to estimate the communication cost in the mobile environ-
ment. When offloading a piece of computation to the cloud,
the communication cost consists of the time to transfer the
data from the mobile device to the cloud and the time to
return the result to the mobile device after execution. When
the connectivity is intermittent, the cost may also includethe
time to wait for connectivity in either direction, making the
estimation even more complicated.
A heuristic solution to this problem is to predict the In-
ternet access quality and then use the predicted values to
assess the communication cost. Developing a highly accu-
rate prediction method will be beneficial to IC-Cloud but
is out of the scope of this paper. We expect a simple and
energy-efficient method to have advantages over greater ac-
curacy but also greater energy, which predicts future connec-
tivity with user historical information. IC-Cloud maintains a
database of the perceived signal strengths and the achieved
throughput when using the network. Such information is
easy to obtain and requires little energy to collect. This pre-
diction method can be replaced by other more accurate meth-
ods. Our focus in this paper is on profiling the connectivity
and assessing the communication cost for computation of-
floading.
To illustrate how dynamic Internet access quality impacts
the communication cost of computation offloading, we plot
the measured WiFi signal strength on a Georgia Tech cam-
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Figure 3: The WiFi signal strength measured on a cam-
pus shuttle. When the mobile device disconnects from
WiFi, the signal strength is set to -200.


























Figure 4: Measured throughput vs. WiFi signal strength.
pus shuttle in Figure 3 and the throughput to a server in our
lab in Figure 4. The figures demonstrate three key properties
that impact the estimation of communication cost: intermit-
tent connectivity, varying signal strength over time and un-
certain throughput given the signal strength. The latter two
properties are also very common for WiFi in the indoor en-
vironment and cellular 3G data access. We describe how to
profile each of these three properties in the following three
subsections.
4.1 Intermittent Connectivity
Intermittent connectivity primarily impacts the estimation
of communication cost in the following two ways. First, if
the mobile device disconnects from the server when a task
is to be offloaded, IC-Cloud needs to decide if it should wait
for the next connectivity to offload the task. If the local ex-
ecution time is very long while the next connectivity will
come soon, it may be beneficial to wait. Otherwise, it should
start to execute the task immediately on the mobile device.
Second, it is also possible that the mobile device will lose
connectivity to the server after offloading the task. There-
fore, before offloading the task IC-Cloud should estimate
the possibility of disconnection before obtaining the result
from the server. In addition, if it loses connectivity in the
middle of offloading, it also needs to decide whether to wait
for the result or restart a local worker for the task. To asses
the communication cost under intermittent connectivity, we
need to estimate the residual duration of current connectiv-
ity, if connected, or the start time of the next connectivity, if
disconnected.
Let us useC to denote the duration of a contact during
which the mobile device can always communicate with the
server and useD to denote the duration of an inter-contact
during which the mobile device totally loses connectivity to
the server. Let us also useCt to represent the duration of
current contact until timet if it is connected at timet and use
Dt to represent the duration of the inter-contact until timet.
Finally, letRC,t andRD,t denote the residual duration of a
contact and that of a inter-contact since timet, respectively.
Therefore, the expected values and the standard deviations












P (X ≥ Xt)
dX (2)
whereX is eitherC orD.
There are also the cases whereCt orDt are not available.
For example, the user just restarted the mobile device. Let’s
consider the scenario that it is within a contact at timet.
The possibility that it is within a contact of durationC is
proportional to its duration, i.e.,Cf(C)
E(C) . SinceRC,t can be
any value within[0, C] under the condition that the contact
duration isC, its expected value isC2 . Thus, the expected




























The results forRD,t are similar to the above two equations,
i.e., replacingC with D in these equations.
4.2 Varying Signal Strength
IC-Cloud uses the signal strength as an indicator of Inter-
net access quality because the wireless interface is usually
the bottleneck of network performance in mobile environ-
ment. The communication cost of computation offloading
includes both the time of sending data to the cloud and that of
receiving the result from the cloud. The former uses the cur-
rent signal strength for estimation, while the latter requires
an estimate of the distribution of future signal strength and
uses it for cost estimation. In this subsection, we describe
how to obtain the distribution of future signal strength based
on user historical information.
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Figure 5: The correlation between current WiFi signal
strength with future signal strength. The X-axis is the
time difference.
Our method is to use the current signal strength and the
statistical distribution of user historical information to ob-
tain that distribution. To demonstrate how current signal
strength can be used to obtain the distribution of future signal
strength, we plot the correlation between the signal strengh
at timet and that at timet + ∆t for three different mobile
environments in Figure 5. “Indoor WiFi” corresponds to the
WiFi measurement conducted by a student randomly walk-
ing in a building with good WiFi coverage; “Outdoor WiFi”
refers to WiFi measurement conducted on a Georgia Tech
campus shuttle, the same as Figure 3; “Outdoor 3G” refers to
3G measurement conducted by a student on the commute be-
tween home and school. When∆t is small, the correlations
in all these scenarios are high. However, the correlation of
WiFi signal strength (both indoor and outdoor) quickly drops
from about 0.9 to about 0.2 when∆t increases from 1 sec-
ond to 10 seconds. Meanwhile the correlation of 3G signal
strength is still about 0.4 when∆t = 30. If the correlation
is larger than a threshold, we can obtain the distribution of
future signal strength using the current signal strength.
Let us use〈x(t), x(t + ∆t)〉 to denote the pair of signal
strengths at timet andt +∆t. We simply assume thatx(t)
follows the normal distributionN(u, σ2) and useρ∆t to de-
note the correlation betweenx(t) andx(t+∆t). In the im-
plementation,u, σ2 andρ∆t are obtained from user histori-














Using the conditional distribution of bivariate normal distri-
bution [8], we can obtain the distribution ofx(t+∆t) given
x(t) as:




It is noteworthy that whenρ∆t is small, the variance,
(1− ρ2∆t)σ
2, will be large, indicating inaccurate estimation.
In addition, the value ofρ∆t will also be biased in the im-
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Figure 6: The distributions of the measured WiFi
throughput on a Georgia Tech campus shuttle. They are
divided into five categories based on the signal strength.
approximate it. Therefore, in our implementation, whenρ∆t
is smaller than a threshold (e.g., 0.4), IC-Cloud simply uses
the overall statistical distribution of signal strength, namely,
N(u, σ2), to describe the distribution.
4.3 Uncertain Throughput
To estimate the time of sending the data and receiving the
result, IC-Cloud needs to predict its current throughput (for
sending) as well as the future one (for receiving). There are
three challenges in the prediction. First, since IC-Cloud uses
the signal strength as the indicator of Internet access quality,
it is hard to predict the throughput accurately. As shown in
Figure 4, for any specific value of the signal strength, the
measured throughput usually has high variance. Second, IC-
Cloud uses historical information to obtain the relation be-
tween signal strength and throughput. It may be biased, es-
pecially when the data is sparse. Third, as discussed in the
above subsection, we can only obtain a range of future signal
strength, making it even harder to estimate the correspond-
ing throughput.
To handle the uncertainties and make robust estimation,
we divide the signal strength into several categories and ge-
erate a throughput distribution for each category using the
historical information. Figure 6 shows an example using
the measurement on the Georgia Tech campus shuttle. The
throughput distributions of the various categories are quite
different.
5. EXECUTION PREDICTION
Cloud execution is typically more powerful than the mo-
bile device but it incurs the cost of offloading a task and rein-
tegrating its result. Thus, even assuming stable connectivity,
it may be beneficial to offload a task to the cloud only on cer-
tain inputs to the task, and execute it locally on other inputs.
To make this decision, IC-Cloud uses a system described in
this section to predict the execution time of tasks in Androi
apps on given inputs, both locally and in the cloud.
We identified the following four goals that the prediction
mechanism must satisfy to be effective:
• Automated: it must be as automated as possible to re-
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duce the programmer burden.
• Efficient: it must be reasonably lightweight at runtime
to avoid outweighing the benefits of offloading.
• Accurate: it must be sufficiently accurate to produce
correct offloading decisions.
• General: it must handle a large class of Android apps.
Figure 7 shows an overview of our execution prediction sys-
tem designed to satisfy these criteria. The system has an
offline component and an online component. The offline
component runs once before deploying the app. It creates,
for each designated task in the app that is offloadable, a
performance modelof the task on each computational de-
vice. We allow any dynamic instance of any function in
the app to be offloaded. We found this task granularity to
be sufficient in practice. Our system, however, does not
infer such functions, nor the data that they input and out-
put. It instead requires the user to specify them. Our lim-
ited experience with three real-world Android apps (Sec-
tion 7) as well as our prior experience with the CloneCloud
computation-offloading system [10] shows that mobile apps
are relatively small programs with few tasks computation-
intensive enough to be worth offloading that an app devel-
oper can manually identify without much effort. Our sys-
tem instead focuses on automatically predicting the execu-
tion time of dynamic instances of such functions, once iden-
tified, under different inputs to them on each device.
The offline component synergistically combines program
analysis and machine learning to build performance models,
one for each specified functiont1, ..., tS in the app, on each
computational device. These performance models are over
automatically chosen app features that are the best predictors
of the execution time of the functions on the devices. To ob-
tain these features, the offline component requires the app’s
binaryP as well as a set of training inputsd1, ...,dN to the
app. Besides performance models, this component also pro-
duces as output an augmented app binaryQ that tracks in a
lightweight style the values of features needed by the mod-
els to predict execution time on new inputs. We describe the
offline component in more detail in Section 5.1.
The online component runs during the execution of app
binaryQ on a mobile device. It tracks the instrumented fea-
ture values and is called upon by the offload controller just
before an invocation of an offloadable function (i.e., one of
t1, ..., tS). It estimates the execution time of that invoca-
tion on both the mobile device and the cloud by applying
the performance model of that function, provided by the of-
fline component, on the current feature values. Finally, the
offload controller uses these estimates along with other fac-
tors such as network connectivity, the cost of migrating data,
etc. (see Section 6) in order to decide whether to execute the
function on the mobile device or the cloud. We describe the
online component in more detail in Section 5.2.
5.1 Offline Component

















Figure 7: Overview of performance prediction system.
ure 8. Its high-level idea is to instrument the app with fea-
tures that are potentially good predictors of the execution
time of the specified offloadable functions (Instrumentor),
then to profile the instrumented app to collect values of the
features and execution times of the functions on a set of
given app inputs (Profiler), and lastly to use machine learn-
ing to build a performance model based on a few features
that are the best predictors (Model Generator). The Instrume-
tor runs only once, but the Profiler and Model Generator are
run once for each computational device of interest. We next
describe each of the above three steps in detail.
A feature is a good predictor if it predicts accurately and
is available at the time of prediction. For example, a feature
that becomes available in the middle of executing a function
is useless for predicting the execution time of that function.
To find features that are good predictors, the Instrumentor
casts a wide net, by means of broadfeature schemes, each
of which generates a set of features of a particular kind from
the app. We use the following three feature schemes:
• Loop counts: This scheme generates a separate feature
to track the number of times each loop in an app runs.
• Return values: This scheme generates a separate fea-
ture to track the return value of each function call site,
provided it is of integer type.
• Parameter values: This scheme generates a separate
feature to track each parameter value of integer type of
each function call site.
The loop counts and return values schemes track the cu-
mulative value of each feature, i.e., they accumulate these
values over all executions of the loop and all executions of
the call site, respectively, in a particular run, whereas the
parameter values scheme tracks only the most recent value
of each feature. We found this combination provides com-
plementary information and strikes a good tradeoff between
tracking feature values from the recent and the distant past.
All three schemes in the Instrumentor are implemented using
Soot [26], a Java bytecode compiler framework, by iterating
over the body of each function in each app class. Finally, the
Instrumentor also injects code at the entry and exit of each of
the specified offloadable functionst1, ..., tS, for the Profiler
to measure their execution time.
The Profiler runs the instrumented app binary produced
by the Instrumentor on each of given app inputsd1, ...,dN.
Whenever an offloadable functionti is about to be called,
the Profiler records the values of all instrumented features









































Figure 8: Architecture of offline performance model generator.
executing, it also records the execution timer of this just
finished instance, and outputs tuple〈ti, v1, ..., vM , r〉. Note
that the same functionti may be called multiple times on a
single app input, providing multiple data points for an off-
loadable function in even a single run.
Finally, the Model Generator uses the tuples output by the
Profiler, and builds a performance model separately for each
offloadable functionti. This model is a polynomial func-
tion that approximates the execution time ofti in terms of
featuresf1, ..., fM. An example model is:
0.2 + 2.4f3 + 0.4f7 + 7.4f3f7
The model is inferred using the regression algorithm from
[20]. Like any regression algorithm, this algorithm fits as
closely as possible the feature valuesv1, ..., vM and execu-
tion timer in each tuple output by the Profiler for function
ti. But we chose this algorithm because it has two salient
aspects suited for performance prediction:sparsityandnon-
linearity. The sparsity aspect concerns minimizing the num-
ber of features selected in the performance model (e.g.,f3
and f7 in the above example) which is beneficial for two
reasons: (i) it prevents the performance model from overfit-
ting the training data and losing accuracy on inputs that de-
viate from the training inputs; and (ii) the more the number
of features selected, the more heavyweight the instrumenta-
tion to track in the online component, as explained below.
Finally, the non-linear aspect of the algorithm allows non-
linear terms (e.g.,f3f7) in the model, allowing to approxi-
mate execution times of real programs more accurately.
5.2 Online Component
The online component is relatively straightforward. It runs
as part of the modified app binary produced by the offline
component that tracks the values of features used in perfor-
mance models of offloadable functions. The tracking over-
head is negligible due to the sparse nature of the constructed
models. Whenever an offloadable function is about to be in-
voked on the mobile device, the online component is called
upon by the offload controller of IC-Cloud, at which point it
plugs the current values of the tracked features into the per-
fomance models of that function for both the mobile device
and the cloud, and provides the estimated execution times to
the controller. The next section describes how the controller
uses this information in making the offloading decision.
6. COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
The offload controller of IC-Cloud uses the information
from the connectivity and execution predictors to decide how
to offload the computation-intensive tasks of mobile applica-
tions. Ideally, if future connectivity and execution time can
be accurately predicted immediately after the mobile appli-
cation starts, a global optimal solution [29] can be used to
make the offloading decision. However, such global opti-
mum is unavailable in the mobile environment investigated
in this paper because of two reasons. First, the dynamic In-
ternet access quality makes it hard to accurately predict the
communication costs for all the offloadable functions, es-
pecially for those to be called later. Second, some of the
application features essential for the execution prediction of
offloadable functions may be unavailable until these func-
tions are about to be called.
Instead, the offload controller uses a greedy strategy to
make the offloading decision. Every time when an offload-
able function is called, the offload controller determines if
it is beneficial to offload the function. Because of the un-
certainty inherent in the mobile environment, the offloading
decision takes risk into consideration. In case a bad deci-
sion has been made, it will also adjust its strategy with new
information available. Meanwhile, for functions capable of
executing concurrently, the offload controller will maximize
their overall benefit. We describe these design details in the
following subsections.
6.1 Offloading Gain
When an offloadable function is called at timet, the of-
fload controller needs to determine if it is beneficial to of-
fload this function to the cloud. Let us useTws to denote
the time to wait for connectivity before sending the data,Ts
for the time to send the data,Tc for the execution time in
the cloud,Twr for the time to wait for connectivity before
receiving the result,Tr for the time to receive the result, and
Tl for the local execution time on the mobile device. LetG
represent the gain of offloading the function. Therefore,
G = Tws + Ts + Tc + Twr + Tr − Tl. (6)
In Formula 6,Tc andTl are independent of network con-
nectivity and can be estimated using the techniques describd
in Section 5. Meanwhile,Tws, Ts, Twr andTr can be esti-
mated using the information from the connectivity predictor.
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The detailed formulas are described in the appendix.
Conceptually, whenG > 0, it will be beneficial to offload
the function. However, because of the uncertainties in the
mobile environment, the offload controller can only obtain
a distribution forG (i.e., E(G) andσ2(G)). Simply using
E(G) to make the offloading decision will introduce the risk
of longer execution time and, thus, cause bad user experi-
ence. Therefore, controlling the risk in offloading is very
important. We describe the risk-control mechanism of the
offload controller in the next subsection.
6.2 Risk Control
Our risk-control mechanism consists of two major parts.
First, when making the offloading decision, the offload con-
troller should consider the risk as well as its gain. Second,
in the case that a bad decision is made, the offload controller
will adjust the strategy with new information available.
In the first part, the offload controller has two options with
different returns and risks. If it decides to execute locally,
both return and risk are 0. If it decides to offload the func-
tion, its return and risk areE(G) andσ(G), respectively. In-
stead of only using the return (i.e.,E(G)), the offload con-
troller uses the risk-adjusted return [7] (i.e.,E(G)
σ(G) ) to make
the offload decision. IC-Cloud will offload a function to the





Different applications can use different thresholds accord-
ing to their properties. For example, some applications are
delay tolerant. A smallα can be used to raise the expected
return. In contrast, for real-time applications, a largeα might
be preferable.
In the second part, the offload controller adjusts its strat-
egy as the connectivity changes after the offloading decision.
For example, the mobile device may lose connectivity before
receiving the result. It can choose to wait for the result or ex-
ecute the function in a local worker. As soon as it is notified
of the disconnectivity, the offload controller will re-evalu te
the returns and risks of these two options and adjust its strat-
egy according to Formula 7.
7. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate how IC-Cloud improves the
performance and energy consumption of various mobile ap-
plications in different types of mobile environments.
7.1 Methodology
We implemented our prototype of IC-Cloud (i.e., both IC-
Cloud server and IC-Cloud client) on the Android OS. The
IC-Cloud server runs on Android x86. We use a server with
an 8-core 3.4GHz CPU, running VirtualBox 4.1.22, in our
lab. The IC-Cloud client runs on a Samsung Galaxy Tab
with a 1.0GHz Cortex A8 processor and equipped with both
WiFi and 3G connections.
We evaluate IC-Cloud’s benefits in three different mobile
scenarios:
• Indoor WiFi: A student carrying a mobile device ran-
domly walks in our department’s building which has
good WiFi coverage. WiFi is used for Internet access.
In this mobile environment, the mobile user will expe-
rience varying signal strength as WiFi APs have lim-
ited communication range. However, intermittent con-
nectivity is less frequent.
• Outdoor WiFi: A student carrying a mobile device takes
a shuttle running on the Georgia Tech campus. WiFi is
used for Internet access. In this scenario, the mobile
user will experience both varying signal strength and
frequent intermittent connectivity.
• Outdoor 3G: A student is on his commute between
home and school. The mobile device accesses the In-
ternet through an EVDO network of a large US 3G car-
rier. Compared with WiFi, it has lower bandwith and
longer delays but better coverage.
For each scenario, we first measure the network connectivity
and construct a database for it. During the experiments, we
use those databases as user historical information.
We modified three existing mobile applications to use IC-
Cloud for computation offloading:
• FACEDETECT is a face detection application that uses
APIs in the Android SDK to detect all the faces in a
given picture. We collected a data set of pictures con-
taining faces from Google Image. During the experi-
ments, each time we randomly choose a picture in the
data set as input to the application.
• VOICERECOG is an Android port of the speech recog-
nition program PocketSphinx [21]. For simplicity of
experiments, we also modified the application to use
audio files as input. We created a set of audio files with
different lengths in advance. During the experiments,
we randomly select a file as the input each time.
• DROIDFISH is an Android port of the Chess engine
Stockfish [1] that allows users to set the strength of
the AI to play with. Because computation requirement
changes with the chosen AI player’s strength, the user
in our experiments randomly changes the strength be-
fore each move.
To evaluate the benefits of IC-Cloud, we use three offload-
ing baselines:
• LocalExeexecutes all offloadable functions locally on
the mobile devices. It provides a fundamental baseline
to demonstrate the benefit of computation offloading.
• Oracleassumes accurate knowledge of all connectivity
and execution profile information necessary to make
the offloading decision. It represents the upper-bound
of offloading benefits.
• HistInfo uses user historical information in a simple
way that works well if network connectivity is rela-
tively stable. It uses signal strength to estimate the







































































Figure 9: A comparison of IC-Cloud’s performance benefits using the FACEDETECT application in different mobile
scenarios . In every experiment, a mobile user randomly picks a picture in the repository and detects the faces with the
application. The speedups against local execution on the mobile devices are reported. When the speedup is larger than
1, offloading improves application performance.
invocations of a function as a predictor of future in-
vocations [11, 10]. The comparison between HistInfo
and IC-Cloud will demonstrate the importance of han-
dling dynamic Internet access quality in mobile envi-
ronment.
The dynamic mobile environment makes the comparison
very hard since each invocation of an offloadable function
has different Internet access quality. To achieve fair com-
parison with those baselines, at runtime we force IC-Cloud
to offload every offloadable function and record the infor-
mation of network connectivity and application states. Then
we replay these applications later for each baseline. We are
aware that this method may introduce some errors but be-
lieve they are negligible.
The primary goal of IC-Cloud is to improve the perfor-
mance of mobile applications. Therefore, we usesp edup,
i.e., Execution timeLocal execution time, as the major metric for evalua-
tion. When speedup is larger than 1, the application benefits
from offloading. When speedup is less than 1, it spends more
time for execution. We also measure the energy to analyze
if IC-Cloud can also reduce energy consumption. We use
PowerTutor [32], a power estimation tool for Android, to
estimate the power consumption. We will primarily report
the energy consumption of CPU and network interfaces be-
cause other background energy consumption (e.g., screen) is
related to user settings.
7.2 The effect of connectivity scenarios
In the first set of experiments, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of IC-Cloud in the three different mobile scenarios
using the FACEDETECT application.α (see Section 6.2) is
set to 0.5 for IC-Cloud. Figure 9 shows the speedup distribu-
tion in those experiments. When the speedup is larger than
1, the system outperforms LocalExe. However, when the
speedup is smaller than 1, the system causes longer execu-
tion time. For example, when speedup is 0.1, IC-Cloud takes
10 times the local execution time. In all these experiments,
IC-Cloud performs well and achieves similar performance to
Oracle. It also outperforms HistInfo by reducing the number
of bad offloading decisions.
We also find some interesting phenomena in these exper-
iments. First, in the scenario of Indoor WiFi where mobile
users have good WiFi coverage, offloading computation to
the cloud benefits the mobile applications in about 80% of
the cases. However, there are still about 20% in which a
simple method like HistInfo will increase the execution time
as much as 20 times. IC-Cloud reduces the portion of nega-
tive cases to about 10% with the smallest speedup at approx-
imately 0.4. In addition, it also enables 75% of the cases
to benefit from offloading. IC-Cloud achieves 4.1x overall
speedup in this scenario. Second, in the scenario of Out-
door WiFi where intermittent connectivity is common, at
most 40% of the cases can benefit from offloading. HistInfo
causes the bad offloading to take much more time to execute.
In contrast, IC-Cloud still manages to control the smallest
speedup in a similar range to Indoor WiFi scenarios. Third,
in the scenario of Outdoor 3G, ideally at most 30% of the
cases benefit from offloading, while the maximal speedup is
only about 4. This is because the 3G has relatively smaller
bandwidth and longer delays. In this scenario, IC-Cloud
helps about 15% invocations of FACEDETECT benefit from
offloading. In addition, it only occasionally made some neg-
ative decision, while HistInfo causes more than 30% invoca-
tions to take more time to execute.
To demonstrate how IC-Cloud can also save energy for
mobile devices, we plot the average energy consumption for
every scenario in Figure 10. IC-Cloud only consumes about
22%, 67% and 82% energy of local execution in those three
scenarios, respectively. Its energy consumption is also very
close to Oracle in all those scenarios. In addition, since IC-
Cloud also reduces the execution time of these applications,
it may also reduce the background energy consumption (e.g.,
screen). We also notice that although HistInfo made many
bad offloading decisions in the scenario of Outdoor 3G, its
average energy consumption is similar to LocalExe. This
is because bad offloading decisions correspond to pictures
9



























































Figure 10: A comparison of IC-Cloud’s energy consumption using the FACEDETECT application in three different
mobile environments. We primarily report the energy consumption of CPU and network interfaces.


























Figure 11: The local execution time vs. the size of up-
loaded data
with small local execution times. Although for each case it
took much more energy to offload, the total extra energy is
relatively small and is compensated by the energy saving of
offloading other larger tasks in the experiments.
7.3 Results for different applications
The gain from computation offloading is normally coun-
terbalanced by the communication cost. Different applica-
tions usually have different execution times and different
amount of data exchanged between the mobile device and
the cloud. In this subsection, we evaluate IC-Cloud with
different applications of different properties on computation
and communication cost. Figure 11 plots the local execu-
tion time of the offloadable functions and the corresponding
data to be sent to the cloud. We can see that local execu-
tion time of VOICERECOGis almost proportional to the data
size, while DROIDFISH has constant data size.
To demonstrate how these application properties impact
computation offloading, we compare the performance of dif-
ferent applications using IC-Cloud in the scenario of Out-
door WiFi. The results are plotted in Figure 12.
IC-Cloud performs well in all these experiments. In
FACEDETECTand VOICERECOG, IC-Cloud helps more than
35% of the function invocations benefit from offloading.
Meanwhile, it limits the portion of bad decisions cases to
be about 10% with small extra execution time. In contrast,
HistInfo makes many more bad offloading decisions and
causes these invocations to last much longer. Compared with
FACEDETECT app, HistInfo made about 30% invocations
execute longer than LocalExe. This is because HistInfo’s
application prediction method can easily overestimate the
local execution time and, thus, mistakenly decide to offload
them. In contrast, our application prediction method helps
IC-Cloud obtain accurate prediction and avoid the unneces-
sary risk in computation offloading.
The behavior of DROIDFISH is quite different from those
of FACEDETECT and VOICERECOG. Even Oracle can only
help about 15% of those invocations achieve more than 2x
speedup. This is because the data uploaded to the cloud is
so large that if the computation gain is small it cannot com-
pensate for the communication cost. As in our experiments
only a small portion of invocations have long local execution
time, the overall performance improvement is small. How-
ever, for those invocations with long local execution time,
DROIDFISH can still benefit from offloading. We notice
that HistInfo always chooses to execute locally because it
underestimates the computation gain using previous invoca-
tions. IC-Cloud helps about 20% of the invocations improve
their performance and about 15% achieve 2x speedup. Com-
pared with Oracle, IC-Cloud does not help computations that
can only achieve small performance improvement because
it tries to control the risk of offloading. As a result, only
a small portion of invocations have longer execution time
when using IC-Cloud.
7.4 The performance of system components
IC-Cloud has three key components, including connectiv-
ity predictor, application predictor and offloading controller.
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of various
system components to show how these components help IC-
Cloud achieve good performance in computation offloading.
As the results of connectivity predictor have already been








































































Figure 12: A comparison of IC-Cloud’s performance with three different applications. All experiments are conducted
in the scenario of Outdoor WiFi.
SLOC # features # inputs
loop retn. paramchosentrain test
FACEDETECT 225 0 2 3 2 31 32
VOICERECOG 772 1 3 14 1 34 35
DROIDFISH (server)23,662 2 1 18 2 246 246
DROIDFISH (tablet) 2 1 18 3 144 145
Table 1: Statistics of program features and inputs used
for execution prediction.
nents here.
7.4.1 Application performance prediction
We run the instrumented application with a number of test
cases on the Samsung Galaxy Tab and the server to build
prediction models. We run 63 test cases for FACEDETECT
app, 69 for VOICERECOGapp, and 289 for DROIDFISH app
on Samsung and 492 on server. When machine learning is
working, we set the portion to be 0.5, so that half of the test
cases would be used to generate formulae, and the remaining
half to test.
Table 1 shows the statistics of program features and in-
puts for execution prediction. For FACEDETECT app, the
offloadable function detectFaces() is used to detect the faces
in the current picture. Before it is called, the Profiler (see
Section 5.1) discovers 5 features available: 1 irrelevant p-
rameter feature, 1 parameter and 1 return value both point to
the width of decoded picture, 1 parameter and 1 return value
both point to the height of decoded picture. As shown in Ta-
ble 2, machine learning always chooses 1 feature (f1) for the
width of picture and 1 feature (f2) for the height of picture
to generate the formula.
For VOICERECOG app, the offloadable function
audioRecog() is used to recognize the words in the current
audio file. Before it is called, the Profiler discovers 18 fea-
tures available: only 1 of them are related to the runtime of
the function, and they both point to the length of the audio
file. As shown in Table 2, machine learning chooses 1 of
them to generate the formula.
For DROIDFISH app, we only instrument the class that























Figure 14: The tradeoff between risk and return. We use
different values ofα for VOICERECOG in the scenario of
Outdoor WiFi.
extremely slowly under full instrumentation. The function
whose running time requires estimation is the function iter-
activeDeepening(), which dominates the running time. The
function iteractiveDeepening() is used to find the next move
based on the user’s current move and game state by search-
ing a series of moves specified by a maximum search depth.
Before the function iteractiveDeepening(), the Profiler dis-
covers 21 features available: only 6 of them are related to
the running time of the function, and 4 of them are related
to strength (maximum search depth) and the others are the
size of chess move history list. As shown in Table 2, ma-
chine learning chooses 2 or 3 of them to generate a formula,
in which f1 andf2 are related to the strength, andf3 is the
size of the chess move history list.
The experiment results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 13.
Both FACEDETECT and VOICERECOG have good predic-
tion performance with average error rate less than 10%. How-
ever, for the DROIDFISH app, the estimated points are spread
far away from the 45 degree line, especially when actual run-
ning time is very large. The reason is that the search pro-
cedure is bounded by minimum and maximum time limits.
When the search procedure hits the maximum time limit,
the running time does not depend on the feature variables
any longer. So the ideal formula should be in the form of a
piecewise function, which is too sophisticated for machine
11
performance model average % prediction error
server tablet server tablet
FACEDETECT 0.2 + 2.4f1 + 0.4f2 + 7.4f1f2 0.2 + 2.1f1 + 0.6f2 + 6.8f1f2 6.40 5.71
VOICERECOG 0.1 + 10.2f1 − 0.3f21 10.2f1 5.99 7.11






1 f2 59.53 53.16
+0.093f2 + 0.085f1f
2
2 +0.243f2 + 0.037f
2
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Figure 13: Accuracy of the execution prediction performed by IC-Cloud.
learning to derive. Moreover, the player’s skills will affect
the search depth, which in turn perturbs the running time of
the search procedure.
7.4.2 The return-risk tradeoff
IC-Cloud enables applications to control the risk of of-
floading by setting the value ofα. An application sensitive
to extra delays can use largeα value, while a smallα value
will result in higher expected return. To show howα impacts
the return-risk tradeoff, we apply various values ofα to the
VOICERECOGapplication in the scenario of Outdoor WiFi.
Figure 14 plots the results.
When the value ofα increases from 0.5 to 10, the portion
of invocations with speedup less than 1 decreases from about
10% to almost 0%. Meanwhile the portion of invocations
that can benefit from offloading also drops from about 35%
to 5%. It will be important to find a proper tradeoff between
return and risk a question we relegate to future research.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed IC-Cloud, a system for compu-
tation offloading in mobile environment where the Internet
access to remote computation resources is of highly varying
quality and often intermittent. IC-Cloud uses three key tech-
niques to overcome the uncertainties in this environment, in-
cluding lightweight connectivity prediction, lightweight ex-
ecution prediction and usage of these predictions in a risk
controlled manner to make offloading decisions. We have
implemented IC-Cloud on Android. Our evaluation explored
a large space of possibilities by testing in three differentmo-
bile connectivity scenarios and three applications with dif-
fering computation and data I/O profiles. The experimental
results show that IC-Cloud can enable effective computation
offloading in a variety of mobile environments.
There are a number of future issues to consider. These in-
clude a further exploration of the risk-return tradeoff andu -
derstanding how to optimize it in particular settings. We also
would like to explore how our system can be used within the
context of paid cloud services where remote execution may
have a monetary cost especially that in our context the re-
mote cloud can be idle-waiting (and incurring cost) waiting
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we describe how to compute the offload-
ing gainG of a single function at timet. Depending on
the connectivity at timet, Tws andTs have different distri-
butions. In the case that the mobile device connects to the
cloud at timet, Tws = 0; Ts =
ds
bu(t)
, whereds is the data
size, andbu(t) is the upload bandwith at timet. ds is avail-
able at timet, while bu(t) can be estimated using the cur-
rent signal strength as described in Section 4.3. Otherwise,





, whereb∗u is the overall upload bandwidth of
the entire trace.
The value ofTwr depends on whether the mobile device
still connects to the cloud when the cloud finishes execution
at timet+Tws+Ts+Tc. If connected,Twr = 0. Otherwise,
Twr =
{
D −RC,t + Ts + Tc, if connected at timet
D − C + Ts + Tc, otherwise
(8)
whereC andD are contact duration and inter-contact dura-
tion, respectively.
The value ofTr also depends on the connectivity at time




dr is the result size, andbd(t′) is the download bandwidth.
bd(t





, whereb∗d is the overall download bandwidth.
According to the above analysis,Twr is directly related to
Ts andTc. Tr is indirectly related toTs andTc asTs + Tc
may impact the distribution of signal strength which impacts
Tr. However, this correlation is small and, thus, be ignored
in the implementation for simplicity. Other variables are in-
dependent of each other. Therefore, the variance of offload-
ing gain can be computed using





2(Tl) + 2σ(Ts + Tc, Twr) (9)
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